
THE CUSTOMIZABLE POCKET ASHTRAY MADE IN ITALY

 You respect the environment, you will have your city cleaner and you avoid the penalty

If you use Mozzichino you get three things, you respect the environment, you will have your city cleaner and you avoid 

the penalty 

Mozzichino is the pocket ashtray totally produced in Italy and

customer's choice. 

Many public bodies and companies throughout the country and beyond, have already used Mozzichino

ecological/educational image for advertising campaigns aimed at sensitizing smokers to respect and protect the 

environment. 

Public and private companies that use or have used Mozzichino to disseminate their brand identify themselves with an 

image that can be defined as ECOFRIEDLY.

Mozzichino is the only pocket ashtray on the market to be equipped with an internal butt extinguishing system, ha

capacity of 8/9 cigarette butts and, in the back, there is a clip that allows it to be attached to the belt to the swimsuit.

Mozzichino is particularly suitable for use by bathing establishments, campsites and tourist villages.
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If you use Mozzichino you get three things 

ou respect the environment, you will have your city cleaner and you avoid the penalty

 
you get three things, you respect the environment, you will have your city cleaner and you avoid 

Mozzichino is the pocket ashtray totally produced in Italy and customizable with any logo and/or advertising call of the 

Many public bodies and companies throughout the country and beyond, have already used Mozzichino

educational image for advertising campaigns aimed at sensitizing smokers to respect and protect the 

ate companies that use or have used Mozzichino to disseminate their brand identify themselves with an 

Mozzichino is the only pocket ashtray on the market to be equipped with an internal butt extinguishing system, ha

capacity of 8/9 cigarette butts and, in the back, there is a clip that allows it to be attached to the belt to the swimsuit.

Mozzichino is particularly suitable for use by bathing establishments, campsites and tourist villages. 
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ou respect the environment, you will have your city cleaner and you avoid the penalty 

you get three things, you respect the environment, you will have your city cleaner and you avoid 

or advertising call of the 

Many public bodies and companies throughout the country and beyond, have already used Mozzichino as a vehicle for an 

educational image for advertising campaigns aimed at sensitizing smokers to respect and protect the 

ate companies that use or have used Mozzichino to disseminate their brand identify themselves with an 

Mozzichino is the only pocket ashtray on the market to be equipped with an internal butt extinguishing system, has a 

capacity of 8/9 cigarette butts and, in the back, there is a clip that allows it to be attached to the belt to the swimsuit. 
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